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Outline Due: Week 7

 Intro

 Topic 1

- Subtopic A

- Subtopic B

 Topic 2

- Subtopic A

Etc.

 Conclusion

Note that there are writing guidelines 

contained on the project directions 

handout!



Demand and Supply of 

Currencies: Mirror Images
(neglecting capital movements)

 Our imports are:

- Our demand for their 

currency

- Our supply of our currency 

(in order to buy theirs)

 Our exports are:

- Their demand for our 

currency

- Their supply of their 

currency (in order to buy 

ours)



Absent Capital 

Movements:

If value of our exports = value 

of  our imports

then demand for our currency = 

supply of our currency.

Question: What does 

this imply about 

demand and supply 

conditions for their 

currency?



A Note on Financial 

Assets and Currency 

Demand and Supply

Consider a 1 year U.S. T-bill issued 

today at $1000 which will return 

$1050 at end of year (5%).

Suppose exchange rate is $1 = T10 

and will remain in place.

Cost today in talents is T10000

Return after 1 year in talents =  

T10500

Result: a yield in talents of 5%

Now suppose exchange rate is $1 = 

T8 and will remain in place.

What will yield be in talents? 



Exchange rate of 

$1 = T8

Cost of T-bill in talents today = 

T8000.

Return in one year = T8400.

Result: a yield in talents of 5%

Lesson: Particular exchange 

rate is irrelevant to decision of 

whether to buy T-bill if the 

exchange rate is expected to 

remain unchanged.

Question: Is the same true for 

decision to buy imports? 



Question: Are exchange 

rates inherently stable?

Do forces of demand and supply 

automatically bring about an 

equilibrium of the exchange 

rate?

Answer: It depends.



Converting to Net

Demand Curves:

Earlier 

AnalysisP

0 Q

P

0 Q

D

S

Our demand 

for our 

imports

Note: Our demand for imports = our 

demand for their currency = our supply of 

our currency in order to buy theirs.



Converting to Net

Demand Curves:

Earlier 

AnalysisP

0 Q

P

0 Q

D

S

Our demand 

for our 

imports

Question: What is our demand for 

imports at price P1?
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Converting to Net
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Question: What is our demand for 

imports at price P2?
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Converting to Net

Demand Curves:

Earlier 

AnalysisP

0 Q

P

0 Q

D

S

Our demand 

for our 

imports

P1

q1 q2
q1 q2

P2

q3 q4

q3 q4

Question: How would you derive the supply 

of our exports curve?



Devaluation as Seen in 

Terms of Our Currency ($):

Import SidePrice of 

our 

imports 

($)

0 Quantity of 

our imports

D

S

Q1

P1

Question: What is the value of our 

imports = our supply of our 

currency?

Their supply of 

our imports

Our 

demand for  

our imports



Devaluation as Seen in 

Terms of Our Currency ($):

Import SidePrice of 

our 

imports 

($)

0 Quantity of 

our imports

D

S

Q1

P1

Question: What will be the impact of a 

devaluation of our currency on this 

diagram?  Will it affect S or D?

Their supply of our 

imports (T-->$)

Our 

demand for 

our imports 

($)



Devaluation as Seen in 

Terms of Our Currency ($):

Import SidePrice of 

our 

imports 

($)

0 Quantity of 

our imports

D

S

Q1

P1

Question: Has the value of our imports 

increased or decreased as a result of 

the devaluation?

Their supply of our 

imports (T-->$)

Our 

demand for 

our imports 

($)

S’

P2

Q2



Elasticity of demand:

e = percent change in 

quantity/percent change 

in price =  

[(dQ/Q)/(dP/P)]

D

P

0 Q

Usually expressed as an 

absolute value



Elasticity is not 

same as slope

P

0 Q

Infinite

One (half way)

Zero

On a linear 

demand curve, 

slope is constant 

but elasticity 

varies



Conclusions about the 

effect of devaluation on 

the import side
(ceteris paribus)

 Devaluation will raise the price of 

our imports measured in our 

currency (but less than full 

amount of devaluation).

 Devaluation will decrease the 

quantity of our imports.

 Devaluation may decrease or 

increase the value of our imports 

measured in our currency.

 If |eM| > 1, the value of our imports 

will decrease.

 If |eM| < 1, the value of our imports 

will increase.



Question to think about: If we would like 

to “tilt” the analysis toward stability, 

would we like the elasticity of demand for 

imports to be high or low?

Hint: Our demand for imports 
is our supply of our currency to 
world currency markets (to buy 

their currency). 

$ T $ T



Devaluation as Seen in 

Terms of Our Currency ($):

Export SidePrice of 

our 

exports 

($)

0 Quantity of 

our exports

D

S

Q1

P1

Questions: What is the value of our 

exports = their demand for our 

currency?  Which curve will be 

affected by devaluation?

Our supply of 

our exports ($)

Their 

demand for  

our exports 

(T-->$)



Devaluation as Seen in 

Terms of Our Currency ($):

Export SidePrice of 

our 

exports 

($)

0 Quantity of 

our exports

D

S

Q1

P1

Questions: What is the impact of 

devaluation on the value of our 

exports?

Our supply of 

our exports ($)

Their 

demand for  

our exports 

(T-->$)

D’

P2

Q2



Conclusions about the 

effect of devaluation on 

the export side
(ceteris paribus)

 Devaluation will raise the price of our 

exports measured in our currency (but 

less than full amount of devaluation).

 Devaluation will increase the quantity of 

our exports.

 Devaluation will increase the value of 

our exports measured in our currency.

 Question: What impact would a higher 

elasticity of export demand have on the 

increase in the value of our exports?

 Hint: As we raise elasticity, what 

happens to distance up the supply curve 

we travel?



Question to think about: If we would like 

to “tilt” the analysis toward stability, 

would we like the elasticity of demand for 

exports to be high or low?

Hint: Our supply of exports is 

their demand for our currency. 

$ T $ T



 Observations on

Exchange Rates:

Marshall-Lerner 

Condition

Static and theoretical

|eX + eM| > 1 for stability

Question: What does ML 

imply about exchange rate 

stability for small 

countries?

 J Curve Effect

Dynamic and empirical

Move from short to long run





Quick Test: Do you 

agree with the statement 

below?

“When we devalue, our 

terms of trade must 

deteriorate.  This is 

because foreign prices go 

up as their currency 

appreciates and our 

prices fall as our 

currency depreciates.”



Devaluation as Seen in 

Terms of Our Currency ($):

Import SidePrice of 

our 

imports 

($)

0 Quantity of 

our imports

D

S

Q1

P1

Their supply of our 

imports (T-->$)

Our 

demand for 

our imports 

($)

S’

P2

Q2



Devaluation as Seen in 

Terms of Our Currency ($):

Export SidePrice of 

our 

exports 

($)

0 Quantity of 

our exports

D

S

Q1

P1

Our supply of 

our exports ($)

Their 

demand for  

our exports 

(T-->$)

D’

P2

Q2



Before-and-After Test:
Devaluation of British 

Pound, Nov. 18, 1967

Old rate = $2.80

New rate = $2.40

T-of-T = 100 in 1967-III

T-of-T = 93 in 1968-I

Result of first test: 

Devaluation led to T-of-T 

deterioration

£



Before-and-After Test:
Devaluation of French 

Franc, Aug. 10, 1969

Old rate = 20.3¢

New rate = 18¢

T-of-T = 100 in 1969-II

T-of-T = 94 in 1969-IV

Result of second test: 

Devaluation led to T-of-T 

deterioration 

ƒ



Before-and-After Test:
REvaluation of West 

German mark, Oct. 26, 1969

Old rate = 25¢

New rate = 27.3¢

T-of-T = 100 in 1969-III

T-of-T = 106 in 1970-I

Result of third test: 

Revaluation led to terms of 

trade improvement

DM



Before-and-After Test:
Depreciation of dollar after U.S. 

ends Bretton Woods system, 

Aug. 15, 1971.  Temporary fixed 

rates re-established in Dec. 1971 

under Smithsonian Agreement 

with devalued dollar. 

T-of-T = 100 in 1971-II

T-of-T = 97.5 in 1972-I

Result of fourth test: 

Devaluation led to T-of-T 

deterioration

$



Empirical Evidence 

Suggests:

Countries are 

price makers on 

exports and 

price takers on 

imports.


